AFRICA 2018 - SAFARI H
SANBONA PRIVATE GAME RESERVE A FANTASTIC UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
It is hard to describe the incredible beauty of Sanbona Private Reserve Campsite, the wide-open vast
reserve and the great variety of beautiful animals and birds including a very special rare surprise at
the end of this blog. Sighting a cheetah, ranging on the rolling hills and then again after a successful
hunt was a thrill of a life time.
This blog is organized individually. Photos and Members of the cast include:
1. The Sanbona camp setting and surroundings
2. Speeding southern pale chanting goshawk
3. Grape harvesters
4. The Ostrich family
5. Duck pair
6. Black back jackal and prey
7. Kudu
8. Zebras
9. Giraffe
10 Elephants dusted white
11.Lions in golden coats
12.Rhinos dusting
13.Hippos
14. Cheetah
15. Primates and secondary apes
16. Buffalo
17. Oryx
18. Incredible SURPRISE
19. The end

Enjoy the photos!

1.SANBONA AND SURROUNDINGS

Figure 1 Sanbona is a beautiful location
nestled between some incredible geology
on the semi-arid plains.

Figure 2 The Five Star camp was total
luxury with gourmet food. What a life time
treat! Delicious!

Figure 3 Part of the vast Sanbona Private
Reserve with beautiful sweeping plains and
rolling mountain ranges

2.SOUTHERN PALE CHANTING GOSHAWK
Figure 4 The goshawk so fast on the prowl

Figure 5 Goshawk ready to launch

Figure 6 The southern pale chanting goshaw hovers over
small rodent

Figure 7 Really happy with this one. Very
rare to be close enough with a clear view!
Beauty!

Figure 8The curve of the power wings
creates great speed to swoop on prey.

3. THE GRAPE HARVEST
Figure 9 Part of the grape harvest on the
highway to Sanbona

Figure 10 The harvesters seemed very
happy to give us a wave

4.THE OSTERICH FAMILY
This was a long shot just sapped when the family briefly appeared in front the bushes. They are very
big birds
Figure 11 I think this is mum and dad with
chicks to follow

Figure 12 Think there were 4-5 chicks

5. DUCK FAMILY
Figure 13 A beautiful pair beside one of the
few ponds in the arid region

6. BLACK BACK JACKAL
Figure 14 It appeared that the loins
deliberately left some bones for the Black
Backed Jackals. Full story when you get to
the surprise!

Figure 15 Another jackal moves into to
claim part of the meal. You could hear the
bone crunching

Figure 16 Once they find a meal, they are very possessive. Don’t touch my
bone!

Figure 17 Sensing another rival pack is on the way the
black back jackal takes off with a large chunk of the
dinner

Figure 18 They are very handsome wild
animals and very smart. It is surviving well
and unusually the older generation of
young jackals help mum and dad raise the
new younger generation pups. Has a big
busy tail.

7. KUDU SIGHTINGS
The Sanbona vegetation is lower and less dense than Timbavati and Tanda Tula. The grasses a short
and sparse. The majestic wild kudu is sometimes easier to photograph especially when you have
great guides to locate them!

Figure 19 The low, dry, thorn bush makes
an excellent contrast with the kudu jacket

Figure 20 Kudu night browsing.

Figure 21 The double twist in the males’
horns helps to distinguish the kudu from
other antelopes

Figure 22 Majestic mature male kudu with
thorn bush

Figure 23 Female kudu on the run

Figure 24 He produced a great smile for the
camera

8.ZEBRAS
The zebra highlight came one evening when word came that there were a pair of lions up and over
the hills. Our guides found the lions and then after they gave us an incredible show, we circled back
to see some very skittish zebras, followed by a wonderful zebra parade! What an amazing sight!

Figure 25 Young zebra with Sanbona jeep.
Alone she is open to lion attack. They can
kick back but not always a successful
defense

Figure 26 The zebras are skittish. The
zebras on the left can hear or smell the
lions. They are on flight alert

Figure 27 Beautiful pair; one in sun, the
other shade

Figure 28 Zebras check out the Safari crew.
Look at the clouds behind. Same formation
as “The Table Cloth” on Table Mountain.

The jeeps have special custom springs which give a soft ride even on bumpy off-track driving. Most of
the time to preserve the habitat, the drivers are careful if they leave the tracks occasionally.

Figure 29Just before sundown and the light
faded, this herd came out of the bush and
walked right by the truck. Incredible!

Figure 30 What a beautiful sight. They are
so photogenic. Notice the 8 legged one at
the back! Ha!

Figure 31 They walk off into the sunset and
probably a watering hole

9 GIRAFFES
The giraffes seemed to have it easy here as many of the very tall thorn trees give way to low thorn
bushes: easy to reach.
Figure 32 There are wonderful colours
here.The low brush blends with the giraffe
coats

Figure 33 Mother and teenager graze together

Figure 34 The young giraffe enjoys some
low flowers

Figure 35 Love the colours and the arch of
her neck. The flowers, a change from thorn
bush, make a nice desert.

10.ELEPHANTS
We saw many elephants in Timbavati and Tanda Tula. With mud baths and different climate, they
were usually quite dark and black sometimes. Here in Sanbona, they are often white from the dry
dusting powder, which creates some beautiful contrasts and photos.

Figure 36 Great texture as she emerges from the dry river bed of reeds
and trees

Figure 37 Beautiful scene as the herd
emerges from the low bushes with the
sunlight on their shoulders; makes them
happy!

Figure 38 Mum walks at a steady pace so
the young fella can safely keep close

Figure 39 The big mouthful disappears quickly with
relish

Figure 40 Such a wonderful sight as she
emerges from the shrubs

Figure 41 With the light shining through
the reeds and the beautiful elephant
behind you can compose a superb photo. I
like to find textures and patterns in nature.
Here an extra touch, as the elephant
breaks the pattern, while munching some
of the dry reeds.

Figure 42 The arch of the outstretched
trunk and the curve of the tusks, contrast
with the vertical reeds. The sun highlights
the soft ears.

10.LIONS
The lions range over great distances. The guides and trackers work very hard to find them. Early one
morning they tracked a fine fellow and position the truck on the trail hoping it would cross. It did!

Figure 43 The best early morning sun to
catch this beautiful animal and his long
shadow

Figure 44 You had to be quick to click just
before he disappeared into the scrub.

Figure 45 Super powerful legs and paws On
another day our guides led us to a young
pair waking up from siesta. What an
entertaining show!

Figure 46 We had a perfect position in the
truck on a small rise above the lions. With
the light form the side: perfect.

Figure 47 Two young teenagers big, but still
playful

Figure 48 He must have known the
cameras were pointed at him

Figure 49 Incredible flexibility and fitness.
Think I am ready and rested for a hunt…

Figure 50 Or maybe another nap

Figure 51 Look mum no cavities

12.HIPPOPOTAMUS
We spotted just one but what a monster
Figure 52 The dung plie serves three
purposes: soft, warm and scents the body
for identification with other clan members.

13.RHINOCEROUS
There were plenty of these around the dry river bed. We caught them dusting off with the white
powder which made for great light and contrast.

Figure 53 This fellow was very close, the
driver kept the engine running and exit
plan arranged

Figure 54 Side view of the massive horn. He
is safe in Sanbona Reserve from the
Chinese inspired poachers, but the species
still struggles to survive

Figure 55 After a dusting down this
enormous creature casts a wide shadow
near the truck with engine running

Figure 56 This Safari team is ready to back
off very fast at any moment. The guides
know the behavior of the rhinos: not to be
trusted. You are never allowed out of the
truck without the guides approval

Figure 57 Face-off. The sun catches the
dust and creates beautiful backlit contrast

Figure 58 Ok let's kiss make up and kiss.
Peace to the world.

14.CHEETAHS
After the sighting of the massive hippopotamus, the thrill of photographing “The Big Five”, African
Wild Animals had been delivered. The thrilling continues as I type away, eight months later, in the
safety of a concrete apartment in Canada. However, the glimpse of the beautiful cheetah padding off
over the distant hills added an extra delight. Later we will be led to another cheetah with her dinner.
I will vote her into: “The Big Six”! She is so beautiful. “The Big Five Game Animals” in the bad old days
of hunt and kill as much game as possible included: lion, leopard, rhino, elephant and Cape buffalo.
The two sightings maybe the same cheetah. Don’t know?

Figure 59 Cheetah moving off up and over
the hills. She has a vast Reserve to range.

Figure 60 We were allowed out of the truck
to observe the beautiful animal with her
catch because the guide knew she was so
full she could hardly walk let alone attack
the photographers. She is a prize
possession of Sanbona Reserve, so they
give her a tracking collar. It helps to make
sure she does not get taken by poachers,
hunters or farmers.

Figure 61 She is a very large full grown
adult spectacular female. So fortunate to
be able to catch a close photo.

15.PRIMATES AND HUMANS
I really think the primates are the smartest. The parents have little work with their young but shortly
after they all retire and have the rest of their lives to eat, groom and party. We humans toil away and
if we let government have their way with us, we will toil until we drop off the perch.

Figure 62 Male baboon out to party
Sanbona Reserve

Figure 63 Teenager plays while dad hangs
out

Figure 64 Gerhard our excellent Safari
guide works long hours. Here is tracking
what will son to be your incredible
SURPRISE!!!

16. BUFFALO

The Cape Buffalo can be very dangerous. They can run at 40k and trample you. Be careful. The
Reserve is helping to breed some very good stock. Prize males can cost many thousands of dollars.
The southern breed can be much sought after as they are disease free.

Figure 65 A healthy southern buffalo good for breeding

Figure 66 Breeding cow and calf

17.ORYX
A rare sighting, for me, included this lone Oryx. We did see a distant herd of 40 or more but clear
photos were not possible. I was happy to get this one off.

Figure 67 Beautiful markings and very impressive extra-long
antlers. They are not easy to find and photograph. I think the guide
explained that the marking confuses predators when they are the
run.

18. SURPRISE!
AND NOW THE UNBELIEVABLE TREAT OF ALL THREE SAFARIS. THE HOPE WAS HUNG OUT THERE BY
SANBONA, BUT NO GUARANTEE THAT OUR AMAZING GUIDES COULD DELIVER!
ARE YOU READY?
Figure 68 On this day we had a glimpse on
what may be the long awaited surprise

But the guides can’t follow the shadowy image; the apparition disappears into thick bush It is too
dangerous to follow. They will try to find the prize tomorrow. We return to Camp in great
anticipation. Next day we are up early for a long drive. Our guides are feeling optimistic. We can
barely hold our seats with excitement.
And there on the crest of a rocky bluff is our prize surprise!
Figure 69 In supreme majestic beauty, with
a stunning back drop: THE WHITE LION
KING OF SANBONA!

Look carefully you can see a black back jackal waiting to help finish the meal. It is careful to keep the
distance.
Figure 70 This wonderful, spectacle is
thanks to the skills of our Sanbona guides.
The pair, a few days earlier, were over 15 k
away.

Figure 71 I think the Queen does most of
the hunting. The King gets a good feed first
as she waits for him to finish

Figure 72 Queen of Sanbona keeps an eye
on the black back jackals

Figure 73 Beautiful white lioness, The
Queen of Sanbona. Look at those pale
green eyes!

Figure 74 What an incredible, rare treat to
find the white lions of

Figure 75 How unbelievable for the guides
to track down these beauties in the vast
expanses of Sanbona Private Game
Reserves Cute! With the tongue out plus a
few battle scars from the hunt.

Figure 76 The white Lion King of Sanbona
heads for the river, probably for water and
shade

Figure 77 The beautiful mate and hunting
companion: The White Lion Queen of
Sanbona. Strong, skilled and succesful!

19. THE END OF A MOST INCREDIBLE SAFARI
Figure 78 Sunset over Sanbona

The three magical Safaris of Tmbavati, Tanda Tula and Sanbona far exceeded my expectations. An
adventure of a life time!
I hope you joyed the photos
Good night,
Terry
November 25, 2018

